Electronic Media Coverage:

Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA
02/16/2012 17:08:18
7News at 5 PM (News)

...tonight at 11:00, we will share the results of an exclusive 7news suffolk university poll showing where elizabeth brown -- scott brown and elizabeth warren stand right now. >>> we are learning new details ...

Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA
02/16/2012 23:09:12
7News at 11 PM (News)

...there is a clear favorite. andy hiller has our exclusive 7-news-suffolk university poll. scott brown and elizabeth warren senate race is one of the marquee mashups. not the-- matchups. ...

Suffolk University on WCVB-BOS (ABC) - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 04:35:21
Newscenter 5 Eyeopener (News)

...his democratic rival elizabeth warren. the suffolk university poll right here is putting brown nine points ahead of warren. 49% said they would vote for brown. ...

Suffolk University on New England Cable News - Boston, MA
02/16/2012 04:35:56
First Thing in the Morning (News)

...warren in the latest poll from suffolk university. nine-percent of voters surveyed remain undecided. the poll also ...

Suffolk University on New England Cable News - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 05:01:54
News @5AM (News)

...warren in the latest poll from suffolk university. nine-percent of voters surveyed remain undecided. the poll also ...

Suffolk University on WCVB-BOS (ABC) - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 05:08:43
Newscenter 5 Eyeopener (News)
...democratic front-runner elizabeth warren. this is a suffolk university poll right here that puts brown nine points ahead of warren, 49% saying they would vote for brown while 40% backed warren. ...

Suffolk University on WHDH-BOS (NBC) - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 05:09:39
7News Today in New England (News)

...>> and there is a clear favorite among bay state voters according to a suffolk university poll. if the election were held today scott brown would have a comfortable win with 49% while ms. wynn would have received 40% ...

Suffolk University on WBZ-BOS (CBS) - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 05:09:41
WBZ News (News)

...incumbent. here are the numbers in the new suffolk university poll. they show scott brown with a nine-point lead. 49% backing the incumbent. the latest numbers are a bit of ...

Suffolk University on WCVB-BOS (ABC) - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 05:50:33
Newscenter 5 Eyeopener (News)

...away from democratic front runner elizabeth warren. the suffolk university poll putting brown nine points ahead of warren, 49% saying they would vote for brown while 40% backed warren. ...

Suffolk University on WBZ-BOS (CBS) - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 05:51:54
WBZ News (News)

...significant leadp let's look at the numbers in the new suffolk university poll. they so he brown with a clear advantage. 9% of voters are remaining undecided. ...

Suffolk University on New England Cable News - Boston, MA
02/17/2012 06:05:48
News @6AM (News)

...a new poll out this morning from suffolk university gives him a nine-point lead over likely democratic challenger elizabeth ...
...pulling ahead of democratic frontrunner Elizabeth Warren. The Suffolk University poll puts Brown nine points ahead of Warren. 600 likely voters across our state taking part in this ...
...away from his home, and the man behind Suffolk University's political research center will weigh in on just what his institute's new poll...

...harvard professor Elizabeth Warren. Suffolk University poll released late last night shows Scott Brown with a nine-point lead over the likely Democratic nominee in the November election...

...joining us from the NECN-Suffolk University downtown Boston studio is David Paleologos. He is the director of the Suffolk University...

...Democratic frontrunner Elizabeth Warren. The Suffolk University poll puts Brown nine points ahead of Warren. The poll is from 600 likely voters across the...

...Professor Elizabeth Warren. An new Suffolk University poll released late last night shows Scott Brown with a nine-point lead over the likely Democratic nominee in November...

...Warren. The Suffolk University poll places him nine points ahead... although nine percent of those surveyed say they're...
...from n-e-c-n downtown studio at suffolk university is transportation secretary richard davey. good morning ...

...for u.s. senate. according to a suffolk university poll that was released today, 49% of voters backed brown compared to 40% in favor of the democratic challenger elizabeth warren. ...

...democratic frontrunner elizabeth warren. the suffolk university poll puts brown nine points ahead of warren. 600 likely voters across the state taking part in the ...

...harvard professor elizabethr el warren..rr the suffolk university poll released late last night shows brown with nine-point lead with likely democratic nominee in thn november election. ...

...>> if the election were today, our exclusive 7 news suffolk university poll said that brown would win it. comfortably. with 49 percent. while warren would get ...

...warren in the latest poll from suffolk university. nine-percent of voters surveyed remain undecided. the poll also ...

...
...elizabeth warren. the poll -- from suffolk university -- shows that brown has 49 percent of the vote...leading warren by 9 percent. ...